Students will explore transformations using matrices and scaling. There are four activities and an appendix. Activity one covers the identity matrix and scaling. Activity two is the linear representation of translations. Activity three is the linear representation of rotations, and activity four is reflections.
Team members ' names: __________________________________________________

File name: _____________________________________________________________
Goal:
1. Students will be able to use matrix multiplication to perform linear transformations. 2. Students will be able to predict what a certain matrix will do to a given triangle. 1. Define grid.
[Use grid tool]
2. Create three points with integer coordinates, A, B, and C.
[ Use point tool] 3. Define Triangle ∆ ABC
[Use triangle tool]
*On a separate sheet of paper 4 . Place the coordinates of ∆ ABC in a in a 3x2 matrix. We will call this matrix M. The original triangle you created is known as the preimage. Your new triangle created by the matrix multiplication is known as the image of your preimage. 
*Back to Cabri
Linear Transformations and Matrices
Activity Two -Linear Transformations: Translations
Team members' names: __________________________________________________ Project AMP Dr. Antonio R. Quesada -Director, Project AMP
File name: _____________________________________________________________
Goal:
1. Students will discover the properties of translations in a plane.
Investigate using Cabri:
1. Show the axes.
[Use axis tool]
2. Create a vector. Place it on the x-axis, label it DF.
[Use vector tool]
3. Measure the vector.
[Use measurement tool]
4. Draw ∆ ABC. Define the coordinates of ∆ ABC.
[ 
Linear Transformations and Matrices
Activity Three -Linear Transformations: Reflections
File name: _____________________________________________________________
Goal:
1. Students will be able to use matrix multiplication to perform reflections. 2. Students will discover the matrices that will reflect a triangle across the y-axis and the x-axis.
Remember 
Investigate using Cabri:
1. Define the axes. Show grid.
[Use axis tool] [Use grid tool]
2. Draw a circle centered at the origin and passes through a grid point. 4. Create a triangle using point A as one vertex and two other grid points as the other vertex. [ Use coordinate tool] 18. Compare the coordinates of ∆ A''B''C'' with the coordinates you found using your transformation matrix R. Are they the same? If they are, explain why. If they are not, attempt to find the correct transformation matrix that will give you the correct coordinates of a rotation of 90°. ________________________________________________________________________ ________________________________________________________________________ ________________________________________________
*Extension
In the above lab, we just used 90° rotations. 
